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1. Introduction 

This contribution does not present any technical results. 

Rather, it is an attempt to broaden the view towards speci~ica-

tion problems and algebraic methods. 

Al gebr·ai c speci~ication of abstract data types is, by noN, a 

well developed discipline. There are two comprehensive textbooks 

available EK183, EM85J, and others are likely to follow. It is 

interesting to note that both textbooks call their subject just 

"algebraic speci-fication", obviously assuming that there can be 

no doubt about what is to be speci~ied. Indeed~ up to now~ in

terest exclusively concentrated on the speci~ication of abstract 

data types, modelled as classes of many-sorted algebras, speci

fied by signatures, axioms in some predicate calculus, and alge

braic concepts like initiality~ terminality~ etc~ to further 

constrain the class o'f models. 

There are, however, other specification problems in software 

development. We claim that, for instance, the problern of speci

fying a conceptional database schema is dif~erent from that of 

specifying an abstract data type. We will also argue that alge

braic concepts and techniques might prove usefull here, too. We 

have not in rnind to model a conceptual database schema as an 

algebraic data type. This is possible in principle (EKW78, 

DMl.J82J. but it seems tobe inappropiate to do so. At least~ this 

approach is incompatible with all data modelling approaches taken 

1n the database field. The deeper reason is that algebraic data 

type specification is based on purely applicative concepts provi

ding no means of directly modelling storage concepts like varia

bles, etc., whereas cancepts of storage are very central for 

databases. 
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~Q Database Sp~~i~ication ~n Layer~ 

modelling 

have a notion of 

approaches Csee CTL82J for a recent 
"entity" or "object" that is not just 

textbook) 

a data 

element. While a data sort like bool_, !J_at, int~ tex·t, etc. is 

naturally interpreted by a fixed set of data elements Ctaking. of 
course, the operations defined an them into account), an object 

sort like PERSON, PROJECT~ etc. essentially denates a time

varying collection of objects of that sort, and it is the objec

tive of a database to store information about the objects 

"cur-rently in" the database 1 like salary or age of person, 

manager or set of employees in a project, etc. 

Modelling this situation by means cf abstract data types would 

requi re to add "database states" -"'s an ED·:tra data sort, wi th 

operatians like insert, delete~ retrieve Operating an it. This 

approach of viewing a database state as an atomic data element in 

an abstract data type Iooks strange to most database people. They 

are used to view a database state as a large, sometimes sophisti

cated structure. This view is nicely captured in a suggestion 

made in CGMS83J to consi der database s·tates as "possi bl e worl ds" 

in a modal system of algebras. We have taken up this approach 

(ELG84~ LEG85J, concentrating on dynamic database constraints 

expressed in a temporal logic. Updates and views are treated in 

rt<MS85J using this appr-oach. Temporal logic has been used befor-e 

in database speci+ication [Se80, CCFB2, CF82~ Ku84J, following 

more or less the abstract data type pcint o~ view. 

Dne the main features of our modal approach i s that the 

specification af data and objects in a conceptual database schema 

can be separated into two layer-s: 

data layer: here we imagine a set of abstract data types like 

bool, int~ etc~, specified algebraically by one of 
the approaches advocated in the literature. The ab

stract data types have a ~ixed interpretation not 

changing in time. Thus, ther-e is only one "+ixed 

world of data elements" (that is part o+ ever-y poss

ible world constituting a database state). 
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object la)':~!:_: here 1-1~ have the objects, a.ttributes and relation

ships that determine the structure of database 

states. Database states change in time, and it is the 

objective o~ the object specification to characterize 

t.he permissible states 

modal logic, 

changes. 

tagether 

as "possible warlds" 

with the permissible 

in a 

state 

There is another layer on top of the object layer, specifying 

t.he state-dependent operations or "transac:tions". These c:onsist 

of aggregate functions like average or minimal salary of persans 

in the database state, and state changing operations like insert, 

delete and update. We will not consider transactions here~ but 

concentrate on data and object layers. 

Attributes and Relationships are uni~ormly modelled in the ~unc

tional approach to data modelling CBF79, Sh81J~ We adopt this 

approach, since it opens the way ~or applying algebraic concepts 

to the object level~ 

3. Object ~pecifications 

In order to make the above ideas precise, a 

data Signatur~, where s 0 is a set of data sorts, and a 0 is an 

s;5xsn-inde}!ed fami 1 y of data operators~ ~Je assume a fi;{ed data 

~lgebra A that serves as the standard interpretation o~ r 0 in 

each database state~ thus building an invariant part o~ the 

database. 

An obj_ect signature Io is a signature extension of the data 

signature, 

s 0 is a set of object sorts~ and 

object +unctions, v1ru::-re S=S0vs0 • A 

no is an s*xs-indexed set 0~ 
Cdatabase> state is an inter-

pretation of I 0 , i.e. a mapping ~ associating a set u(s) with 

each sort s€5 and an operation er(~) with each operator fEQ=Onvg 0 , 

such that u<f> ; rrcs 1 >x xcr<sn) -> ucs0 > for each f : s 1 x 

sn -> s 0 E~-~ and uli:n=A~ In this sense, the object layer is "b1.ült 

upan" the data Jayer. For sESo~ we call u(s) the set of "actual" 

obj ects, and for fEn0 • ;..;e call er(~) the "actual" abject function 
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in state ü. In order to constrain the class o~ possible states, 

assume a set n(s} of 
er {s)<;;n (s} for each sES0 • 

"possible" abjects -for each sESo~ and 

We call v(s) the universe of object sort 
s. 

Thus, database states are algebras. It is also possible to 

axtend the universe n by setting n<Inl=rr<Eo>=A and also adding 

5ame meaningful object functions to it~ so that Universes are 

algebras, too. We will elaborate on this point in a forthcoming 

paper. 

Attributes are object functions of the special form a:s->t. 

where sES0 and tES0 • An e:;-:ampl e i s a•;Je : PERSON -> nat. "Obj ect 

constants" v:->t of a data sort tES0 can serve as simple variab

les of sort t. 

The seecif~cation or an object schema has to characterize the 

permissible states and the permissible state changes- For the 

data layer~ this amounts to specifying the data algebra A, and 
this is the classical speci~ication problern for abstract data 

types. Thus, we assume an algebraic specification D=C~0.E0 l~ 

where E 0 is a set of axioms Ce.q. equations~ initiality con

straints, etc.), such that the semantics of Dis A (up to 

i somoq:;hi sm). 

For the object layer, we have to extend the data specification D 
by 1: 0 -a};ioms c 0 , 

We call the axioms in c0 (object er database) constraints. c 0 
will contain static and dynamic constraints. Static constraints 

characterize the permissible states~ and that can be coped with 

by giving a lease specification using some (first order) predi

cate calculus. In order to give dynamic constraints characteri

zing permissible state changes~ however, we have to leave the 

grounds cf conventional algebraic specification and extend our 

logic by temporal aspects. 

Temporal Logic was originated in [RU71J and has been applied to 

the specification and veri~ication of programs in tMP79J. Appli

cation of Temporal Logic to database specification was originated 

in [SeBOJ and developed in [CCFB2, CF82, Ku84J. Our simpli~ied 
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.:::i over 

cf Temporal Logic uses two temporal 

and sometimes .. before •• , as well 

actual objects <states) and V 3 .... __.._'! 

quanti~iers, always .. 

a.s qL\anti .fi cati on \7' , 

over possible objects 

(universes). Models o~ temporal formulas are sequences 

o~ structures Cstates, in our case>, thus modelling the develop-

ment of a database in time. 

NolrJ, the objective of an object specification O=D+<Z 0 ,c0 > is to 

characterize a class of permissible state sequences ~= 

The details of our Temporal Logic and its semantics can be found 

in [LEG85J, tagether with results how to enforce a special class 

of temporal database constraints operationally, i.e. how to re

cognize as early as possible whether a given state sequence ~ is 

permissible, inspecting its pre~ixes Ca0 , •.• anJ~ n~O. 

4. Conclusions 

Many problems are open in the field of conceptual database 

specification. Q-f particular interest here is that it would be 

nice to have an algebraic semantics for an object speci~ication, 

associating with it a fixed algebra Cup to isomorphism) as a 

standard universe, and characterizing the class of algebras that 

can represent database states within this standard universe. The 

class o~ permissible state sequences is then well defined by the 

semantics of the Temporal Logic. Having a theoretically well 

+ounded and usefull speci~ication methodology ~or data and ob

jects, however, is only a first step towards the ultimate goal of 

establishing software correctness and reliability. The logical 

ne;.:t step i s to el aborate the transacti on 1 ayer and see how the 

database constraints can be taken into consideration and, hope

fully, be enforced there. Here again, we have another specifi

cation problern that might require different concepts and 
techniques-
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